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What is Instructional Rounds?
A network approach to improving teaching and learning

network of 
participants 
who commit 

over time

different kind 
of professional 

learning

different way 
of collecting 

evidence about 
teaching and 

learning

a process with 
defined 

sequence of 
activities

Richard Elmore, Harvard Graduate School of Education
Published 2009 – generated much interest



From Networking to 
Networked Learning Relationships are 

random and 
based on 
friendship

Relationships are structured and built on 
respect and challenge

Learning is 
unpredictable Learning is purposeful and sustained

Learning consists 
mostly of 

information 
sharing

Learning involves constructing 
knowledge together

Feedback 
involves mostly 
praise and tacit 

agreement

Participants critically examine their own 
practice



Instructional Rounds

The idea behind instructional 
rounds is that everyone is 
involved in working on their 
practice, everyone is obliged 
to be knowledgeable about a 
common task of instructional 
improvement, and everyone’s 
practice should be subject to 
scrutiny, critique and 
improvement.

You don’t improve schools by giving them bad 
news about their performance. You improve 
them by using information about student 
learning from multiple sources, to find the most 
promising instructional problems to work on.



Underpinned by Beliefs
ì Increases in student learning 

occur only as a consequence of 
improvements in the level of 
content, teachers’ knowledge and 
skill, and student engagement.

ì If you change any single element 
of the instructional core you 
change the other two.

ì If you can’t see it in the core, it’s 
not there.

Student 
engagement

Level of content
Teacher 

knowledge and 
skill

The Instructional Core



Each round follows a set format

5. Network proposes next level of work

4. Observational debrief

3. Observation in classrooms and description without judgement

2. Network explores best practice in that aspect of teaching

1. Host school identifies a problem of practice



1. PROBLEM OF  PRACTICE
Are we developing students' conceptual 
understandings and skills in number?

• Do students know what they're learning in number 
and its importance?

• Do tasks provide opportunities to explore 
mathematical concepts and language?

• Are we providing opportunities for students to 
reason, communicate and share their mathematical 
understanding?



Our knowledge of instruction builds over time

• In IR we build a common language of 
instructional practice. Our knowledge and 
understanding builds over time.
• Within and between schools we build a 
culture of inquiring and learning at a deep level.
• As a network we support leaders and teachers 
develop their practice by focusing attention on 
the knowledge and skill needed for both 
teaching and leading.

2. Network explores the best practice in that aspect of teaching



Learning Intention

You will EXPAND YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF 
THE CONCEPTS UNDERPINNING THE 
PROBLEM OF PRACTICE including
• The worthwhile lesson
• Conceptual understanding  
• Reasoning & Communicating



Performance of 
Understanding

CREATE A CONCEPT MAP OF THE PROBLEM 
OF PRACTICE



YOU WILL KNOW YOU’RE 
SUCCESSFUL IF YOU HAVE:

§ IDENTIFIED THE MAIN IDEAS AND PLACED 
THEM AT THE CENTRE OF YOUR CONCEPT 
MAP

§ SHOWN THE WHERE THERE ARE 
CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE IDEAS & 
DESCRIBED THESE CONNECTIONS

§ ELABORATED ON YOUR IDEAS BY GIVING 
CONCRETE EXAMPLES OF WHAT WE 
SHOULD SEE IN CLASSROOMS



GO GO MO (Give One; Get One; Move On)

List 2 or 3 ideas 
about each 

topic

Walk around 
and find a 

partner

Give an idea to 
them & get an 

idea from them

Move onto a 
new partner 
and repeat

Try to fill in the 
gaps in your 
knowledge



The Three Sources
OF A WORTHWHILE LESSON

Brookhart & Moss

1. national/state standards and 
curriculum goals

2. Important concepts and/or 
skills for the specific lesson

3. The specific needs of students



Oakhill 
Drive PS 

2015

Are our students using the 
Mathematical Proficiencies of 
communicating, reasoning and problem 
solving

Schools took one aspect & we all engaged in 
mathematical tasks



The aims of  Mathematics K-10 is 
for students to

n be confident, creative users and communicators of  mathematics, 
able to investigate, represent and interpret situations in their 
personal and work lives and as active citizens;

n develop an increasingly sophisticated understanding of  
mathematical concepts and fluency with mathematical processes, 
and be able to solve problems and reason in Number and Algebra, 
Measurement and Geometry , and Statistics and Probability

n recognise connections between areas of  mathematics and other 
disciplines and appreciate mathematics as an accessible, enjoyable 
discipline to study, and an important aspect of  lifelong learning.





Use of Aps to record student thinking

Educreations Show Me



West 
Pennant 

Hills 
2017

PROBLEM OF PRACTICE: 
How are teachers differentiating their 
pedagogy to maximize their impact on student 
learning in maths?



Oakhill Drive 
Talk in 
Mathematics



John Purchase PS.  Rhonda Bondie



Worthwhile 
Lesson

IS THE CONTENT WORTHWHILE?: Does the lesson 
develop essential knowledge, skills and reasoning 
processes that students need for future learning in 
this discipline?

DOES THE LESSON MEET STUDENTS’ NEEDS?: Does the 
lesson present an appropriately increased level of 
challenge or sophistication – does not simply repeat 
yesterday’s lesson – to meet both the content 
requirements and the students’ needs?

IS THERE A PERFORMANCE OF UNDERSTANDING? Does 
the lesson require students to do, make, say or write 
something that they clearly see develops their 
understanding whilst giving evidence of it?



CONCEPTUAL 
UNDERSTANDING

• Conceptual understanding 
refers to an integrated and 
functional grasp of 
mathematical ideas. Students 
with conceptual understanding 
know more than isolated facts 
and methods. They understand 
why a mathematical idea is 
important and the kinds of 
contexts in which is it useful. 
They have organized their 
knowledge into a coherent 
whole, which enables them to 
learn new ideas by connecting 
those ideas to what they 
already know



REASONING

• Reasoning is the way that 
mathematicians think
• It involves logical thoughts and 

actions such as analysing, proving, 
justifying and generalizing
• Students are reasoning 

mathematically when they explain 
their thinking, adapt the known to 
the unknown, prove something is 
true or false and explain their 
choices

COMMUNICATING

• Students develop the ability to 
use a variety of representations, 
in written, oral or graphical form 
to formulate and express 
mathematical ideas.
• They are communicating 

mathematically when they 
describe and explain 
mathematical concepts; use 
appropriate language and 
terminology
• Use tables, diagrams, graphs, 

symbols, notations and 
conventions



P O U # 1
HEADLINES (VISIBLE THINKING ROUTINE)

LEARNING INTENTION

You will EXPAND YOUR UNDERSTANDING 
OF THE CONCEPTS UNDERPINNING THE 
PROBLEM OF PRACTICE focusing on
• The worthwhile lesson
• Conceptual understanding  
• Reasoning & Communicating

STEPS IN THE PROCESS
1. Individually read one of the 3 the short 

readings about mathematics teaching
2. Highlight the main ideas as you read
3. Working with a partner, create a 

headline that captures the essence of 
your reading

4. Collaborate and create a by-line
5. Write 3-4 sentences for the main body 

of your news article detailing how this 
reading extended your thinking about 
the concept of a “performance of 
understanding?







DI SIEMON
BIG IDEAS IN MATHS 



THE IMPORTANCE OF CONCEPTUAL 
UNDERSTANDING

Process WM
Content -
conceptual 

understanding

Think of it like a garden trellis, 
your subject gives you structure 
while you grow. Without the 
trellis you’re just groundcover, 
sprawling out in all directions, 
no matter how good the soil is 
or how much love your parents 
pour in.
Alan Finkel, Australia’s Chief Scientist



DI SIEMON: WHAT’S NON-NEGOTIABLE

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPLWAzK0QSQ&t=270s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nPLWAzK0QSQ&t=270s


“Without an 

understanding of the big 

ideas it’s difficult for 

teachers to know what 

they should be focusing 

on.”



VIDEO GEPS STUDENTS

https://youtube.com/shorts/h2xQ3_Mj-Aw
https://youtu.be/UR3KogF3dUI
https://youtu.be/RpZfT8DGQLo

https://youtube.com/shorts/h2xQ3_Mj-Aw
https://youtu.be/UR3KogF3dUI
https://youtu.be/RpZfT8DGQLo








RESULTS OF EAFS STUDENT INTERVIEWS





Many students do place value 
activities correctly without really 
understanding.

Can they locate numbers on an 
open number line eg 48 is 
about half way?

The second dot point is the 
really important one.

Need to extend from 8 tens, 9 
tens etc to 16 tens and 17 tens  

Litmus test by the end of Year 2.  
How many tens in 364?





STAGES 1, 2 & 3 WHAT DOES 26 MEAN?



Teachers are working like 
circus managers – managing 
many activities and events, 
moving kids from one station 
to another and not taking the 
time to engage in student 
learning.

We’re burning teachers out by 
asking them to attend to data 
that’s not particularly relevant.

We need to develop 
challenging tasks for mixed 
ability groups so that students 
can learn from each other.



P O I # 2
CONCEPT MAPS

STEPS IN THE PROCESS

1. With a partner, take turn to discuss the main ideas from your pre-reading & pre-
round task

2. In your group, use a large piece of butchers paper. Take turns to share and  
generate the main ideas. As you place each main idea on the paper explain it to 
the group.

3. When all ideas are down, sort the ideas according to how central they are to the 
POP. Are there other key ideas that need to be added?

4. Connect your ideas by drawing connecting lines. Write on the line in a short 
sentence to explain how the ideas are connected

5. Elaborate on the ideas by adding details eg specific strategies that teachers might 
use.



MODEL



Each round follows a set format

5. Network proposes next level of work

4. Observational debrief

3. Observation in classrooms and description without judgement

2. Network explores best practice in that aspect of teaching

1. Host school identifies a problem of practice



“Descriptive 
Observation” 
is at the heart 
of rounds





Learning to 
See: 

Unlearning 
to Judge

• Description – the evidence about 
what you see – not what you think 
about what you see

• Judgement - a value statement: about 
how things are or how they should be 
e.g. “great lesson”  teacher had high 
expectations”, “students were 
confused” 



Learning to See: Learning to Unjudge

• What are the students doing and 
saying?

• What is the teacher doing and 
saying?

• What is the task?



Examples - Learning to See, Unlearning to Unjudge

Description with Judgement

• Fast-paced
• Too much time on discussion, not enough 

time on individual work
• Excellent classroom management
• Teacher read from a book that was not at an 

appropriate level for the class

Description without Judgement

• Teacher asks, “How did you figure out this 
problem?” Student explains

• Students followed the directions in the text 
to make a prism

• Student 1 asks student 2, “What are we 
supposed to write down?” Student 2 
answers, “I don’t know”.



Fine Grained rather than Large Grained

General

• The Learning Intention & Success 
Criteria were on display

• The teacher asked questions about a 
fairy tale.

• The teacher walked around the room 
giving feedback to students

• Students gave feedback to one another

Specific

• The LI required students to categorize 
mammals according to their features

• T: Can anyone tell me why Humpty 
Dumpty might have fallen off the wall?

• T: How could you make your opening 
paragraph more interesting for the 
reader?

• S: I like the way you described the 
goblin.  It made me feel scared.



STUDENT 
QUESTIONS



Specific and judgmental General and judgmental

Specific and descriptive General and descriptive

ß Specificity     à
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Descriptive

Judgmental

Specific 

G
eneral

“There was too much time on 
discussion, not enough time on 
individual work.”

“Student 1 asked student 2: ‘What 
are we supposed to write down?’   
Student 2 said,  ‘I don’t know.’”

“Teacher introduced a writing 
prompt to students.”

“The teacher read from the book, 
Oliver Twist, which was not at the 
appropriate level for the class.”





Each round follows a set format

5. Network proposes next level of work

4. Observational debrief

3. Observation in classrooms and description without judgement

2. Network explores best practice in that aspect of teaching

1. Host school identifies a problem of practice



DATA

“Give me any data from your school and I’ll tell you five different 
stories about it. Just tell me which ones you want to hear.”

Don’t be data driven. Be driven to find the data that actually 
matters. 

Changing our practice hinges on changing our lens.”

- Jeff Duncan Andrade



OBSERVATIONS
Levels of Data

1. Satellite data – helps illuminate 
patterns of student achievement 
over time, points us in a direction 
for further investigation eg
NAPLAN

2. Map data – points to a slightly 
more focused direction eg reading 
levels, student perception surveys.

3. Street level data – fine-grained & 
unambiguous – points to specific 
directions for improvement.



DATA THAT MATTERS

“Raising student achievement doesn’t happen one test at a time, whether that test is 
standardized or teacher made. Test results are always an incomplete picture of what’s 
happening in a classroom. Yet we continue to tweak instructional methods to raise test 
scores so that we can build and marvel at data sets that allow us to claim ”data-driven 
decision making”.

It is a logic model that ignores the most critical source of evidence – what students are 
actually learning. Gathering information about that learning should be everyone’s role, and 
turning that data into evidence by using it to improve student learning should be everyone’s 
most important work”.

Connie Moss and Susan Brookhart, Formative Classroom Walkthroughs, p99



OBSERVATION DEBRIEF

• 1. Asterix 6 observations that 
are representative of the 
lesson observed.

• 2. Make sure you have 
covered:
o The qualities of the task
o Teacher doing and saying

o Student doing and saying
• 3. Share with group
• 4. Challenge any that are 

judgmental or are not 
specific

• 5. Write each one on a 
separate post-it  (10-12 per 
class)



Quantifying 
our findings

•What one change would 
have made the lesson 
more effective?
• If you were a student in 

this lesson what would 
you now know and be 
able to do? 

(Google doc)





3,2,1 EXIT/ ENTRY PASS

Three things that really resonated 
including any AGGH! moments

Two questions or wonders

One thing you want to learn more 
about, practice or develop



WHAT WERE 
YOU 

THINKING?
DISCUSSION 
OF THE EXIT 
PASSES



PART 2
DI SIEMON

WHAT TEACHING 
SHOULD BE LIKE? 



WHAT DO WE NEED 
TO DO TO RAISE 

STUDENT 
ACHIEVEMENT IN 

MATHS?

“As teachers we have a well-honed 
language for talking about literacy –
we need to develop the same for 
numeracy.”





Every child has the right to 
access the curriculum at stage 
level. 
Equally every child has the 
right to develop fundamental 
understandings that enable 
them to access maths through 
targeted teaching.









SHARING 
CONCEPT 

MAPS

What would you expect 
to see if the problem of 
practice were met?



In Rounds we 
don’t live in the 
land of nice!



Each round follows a set format

5. Network proposes next level of work

4. Observational debrief

3. Observation in classrooms and description without judgement

2. Network explores best practice in that aspect of teaching

1. Host school identifies a problem of practice



“A VITAL QUESTION, A CREATIVE 
QUESTION, RIVETS OUR ATTENTION. ALL 
THE CREATIVE POWER OF OUR MINDS IS 
FOCUSED ON THE QUESTION. 
KNOWLEDGE EMERGES IN RESPONSE TO 
THESE COMPELLING QUESTIONS. THEY 
OPEN US TO NEW WORLDS.” 

Verna Alley, The Knowledge Revolution



The First Thing to 
Consider



OTHER THINGS TO CONSIDER

Is this question relevant to the real life and real work of the 
people who will be exploring it?

Is this a genuine question—a question to which I/we really 
don’t know the answer?

Is this question likely to invite fresh thinking/ feeling?



OTHER THINGS TO CONSIDER

What assumptions or beliefs are embedded in the way this question is 
constructed?

Is this question likely to generate hope, imagination, engagement, creative 
action, and new possibilities or is it likely to increase a focus on past problems 
and obstacles?

Does this question leave room for new and different questions to be raised as 
the initial question is explored?



EXAMPLES OF 
POWERFUL 
QUESTIONS FROM 
A RECENT ROUND

�

�

�

�

�



Powerful questions for Berowra PS 
to consider

And some options as answers to start their 
thinking 


